Library Research Starter Kit Menu

The Research Process
a mild introduction to effective research

Plagiarism
a bold foray into source acknowledgment

Call Numbers
a simple tutorial on classification

Primary vs. Secondary Sources
a robust description of source types

Magazines vs Journals
a hearty presentation of the differences

Government Documents
a delicate serving of gov docs information

Citing Your Sources
pairs well with the Plagiarism dish

We Cook to Order!
Customers may choose to order one, some, or all of the items on our menu.

Our Soft Open
Customers were pleased with our menu items and offered productive suggestions on how to adjust our recipes.

Sampling
Customers are free to sample our menu items by enrolling in our D2L Preview.

Added Spice!
Dishes are linked to ACRL learning competencies.

Adaptation
We adapted the Library Research Starter Kit from IRIS 4-2 under the terms of a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.